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GameSir G7 SE Wired Controller (White)
The  GameSir  G7  SE  wired  controller  revolutionizes  the  world  of  Xbox  controllers  as  the  first  to  use  innovative  Hall  effect  joysticks,
eliminating the problem of drift and ensuring exceptional precision and response speed. The analog triggers ensure smoothness during
dynamic gameplay, and the quick access buttons on the back of the device allow for efficient adaptation to various gaming styles. Ready
to gain an edge in the virtual world?
 
Hall Effect Joysticks
The Hall effect joysticks used by the G7 SE model ensure long life and guarantee the precision every gamer expects. Advanced magnetic
sensors eliminate the common problem of drift, ensuring stability even during hours of dynamic gameplay.
 
Precise Analog Triggers
Analog triggers allow for effectiveness in every game. Thanks to advanced Hall Effect technology, they guarantee smoothness, which is
crucial in intense gaming moments. Each trigger press is registered with exceptional accuracy, allowing for control of force and speed in
racing games or precise and quick reactions in shooters.
 
Customization Capability
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GameSir focuses on individual gamer needs. Two quick access buttons, located on the back of the controller, allow for efficient toggling
of device functions, facilitating adjustment to the nature of the game. The magnetic interchangeable front plate allows for customization
of  the  G7  SE's  appearance,  and  the  GameSir  Nexus  software  enables  full  configuration,  including  button  mapping,  vibration  settings
adjustments, and more.
 
Broad Compatibility and Smooth Operation
The G7 SE  model  is  compatible  with  Xbox  Series  X/S,  Xbox  One,  and  Windows 10/11  systems.  You  can  freely  connect  it  with  various
hardware, enjoying smooth operation and minimal delay.
 
Included in the package:
GameSir G7 SE Wired Controller
3m USB-C Cable
User Manual
    Manufacturer
    GameSir
    Model
    G7 SE
    Platform
    Xbox Series X/S, Xbox One, Windows 10/11
    Connection
    Wired, 3m USB-C Cable
    3.5mm Audio Jack
    Yes
    Microphone Mute Button
    Yes
    ABXY Buttons
    Membrane
    Hall Effect Joysticks
    Yes
    Analog Triggers
    Yes, with Magnetic Sensors
    Vibration Motors
    Yes, 4 pieces
    Back Buttons
    Yes, 2 programmable
    Quick-release Back Buttons
    Yes, 2
    Customization Software
    Yes, GameSir Nexus
    Dimensions
    152 x 103 x 63 mm
    Weight
    221 g
    Color
    White
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Price:

€ 57.99

Gaming, Gaming controllers
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